24/7 Global Emergency Monitoring
Every business has assets they rely on and want to keep safe. The Global
Alerting Platform (GAP) enables you to monitor your people and things around
the clock via the GEOS International Emergency Rescue Coordination Centre
(IERCC). The IERCC monitors your GAP devices anywhere in the world and can
dispatch the most appropriate emergency response for your critical situation.

Gain access to emergency responders
worldwide with 100% global monitoring

Activated via the duress function on your
device, man-down or a missed check-in

Peace of mind that your assets will be
monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year

Alerts are qualified by highly-trained
teams prior to notifying the local
emergency responders

Monitor your GAP assets including lone
workers and business travellers, as well
as specific vehicle and IoT devices

GEOS utilises GPS and other device/user
information to respond accurately and
thoroughly

Operated from a highly-secure facility in
US with a globally-recognised FEMAcertified team

The IERCC has the ability to interact in
over 200 languages and dialects

Rest assured that any critical emergency
events will be dealt with quickly and
effectively

Integrate
GEOS with
your solution
today...

Emergency Response You Can Rely On
Since 2007, the GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Centre (IERCC) has
organised more than 11,000 emergency responses in over 198 countries and territories.
Each IERCC Search and Rescue Mission Coordinator (SMC) must complete a rigorous
training programme that includes hours of hands-on call experience and requires full FEMA
certification. The IERCC SMCs work together closely on each call to ensure that every
emergency situation is handled in the best way possible.

Our Platform
With GAP at the heart of all our innovative solutions you can
connect, protect and optimise your people and things through one
single system. Our solutions suit a variety of industries, job roles,
budgets and environments to ensure you meet your duty of care,
fleet management and operational objectives.
Powered by Microsoft Azure, GAP has been designed from scratch to provide scalability,
high availability and integrity. Distributed across a network of globally inter-connected data
centres, GAP provides a secure way to globally route messages between devices, corporate
systems, search and rescue authorities and personal end points.

“Over the years, two10degrees has proven to be an amazing partner, and
valuable asset to GEOS. Before our partnership, we had never seen a platform
that provided such well-rounded applications and ability to support virtually
any device. Through two10degrees’ technology, GEOS is able to better assist
individuals in need of emergency assistance.”
Kevin Stamps, Vice President North American Operations, GEOS

Join us on our journey to connect the world with our platform…
Do you want to become GAP
Certified? Do you want to rebrand
and resell our applications and
packaged solutions? Then you could
be a GAP Champion - get in touch to
find out more...

Do you want to use GAP to build
new applications or solutions? Do you
want to work with us to develop
ground-breaking technology? Right
this way - you’re a GAP Innovator...

www.two10degrees.com | info@two10degrees.com

